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DISCLAIMER OF
WARRANTIES
HITC MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO
ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, THE MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS OR
CAPACITY OR DURABILITY OF THE SYSTEM FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, THE ABSENCE OF ANY LATENT OR
OTHER DEFECTS OF THE SERVICE OR SYSTEM, WHETHER OR
NOT DISCOVERABLE, OR COMPLIANCE OF THE SYSTEM,
REGARDLESS OF USE, WITH APPLICABLE LAW. FURTHER, HITC
IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGE TO OR LOSSES
RESULTING FROM THE INSTALLATION, OPERATION OR USE
OF THE SERVICE OR SYSTEM OR ANY PRODUCTS RELATED
THERETO. HITC shall not be liable, to any extent whatever, for
the selection, quality, condition, merchantability, suitability,
fitness, operation or performance of the Service or System.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, by my
signature to this Authorization, I acknowledge and agree that
HITC shall not be liable to me for any liability, claim, loss,
damage or expense of any kind or nature (including strict
liability in tort) caused, directly or indirectly, by the Service or
System or any inadequacy thereof for any purpose, or any
deficiency or defect therein, or the use or maintenance
thereof, or any repairs, servicing or adjustments thereto; or
any delay in providing or failure to provide any part thereof,
or any interruption or loss of service or use thereof, or any
loss of business, or any damage whatsoever and howsoever
caused except for any such loss or damage caused by the
willful or grossly negligent misconduct of HITC, or its agents
and representatives.
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Falls are a Big Problem
in Assisted Living
Facilities
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Falls shorten lifespans
The one-year cumulative mortality is 25% in the
case of seniors with severe fractures. 1

The primary fatal injury is falls

In a typical year, a facility with
100 residents reports about
100-200 falls.

Seniors die from a fall in assisted living more
often than any other cause. 2

25% of seniors fall every year

Falls shorten senior lifespans*,

One-fourth of the seniors in an assisted living
facility will fall every year at least once. 3

increase resident turnover,
increase facility liabilities and

Average ER cost is $12,031

increase facility and family costs.

The average cost to the resident or family is
$12,031 for each fall. 4

*For Elderly, Even Short Falls can be Deadly

1.
2.
3.
4.

One-year mortality among elderly people after hospitalization due to fall-related fractures
Falls are leading cause of injury and death in older Americans
Falls and Fall Injuries Among Adults Aged ≥65 Years
Falls Cost U.S. Hospitals $34 billion in Direct Medical Costs in 2012 cost-adjusted to 2021
allowing for a 176% increase in ER costs over the past 10 years.
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SafeSpace™
SafeSpace™ is an AI vision fall
detection and prevention system
which detects when a fall has
occurred and sends an alert text
right away.
SafeSpace™ may be mounted in

SafeSpace™ Fall
Prevention System

any room and works 24x7, even in
total darkness.
SafeSpace™ is a fully-ambient
commercial-grade system
designed specifically for
installation in assisted-living and
memory care facilities, unlike
consumer grade fall-detection
systems currently sold on the
market.

AI Vision
Works day and night, detects falls
in any room 24x7

HIPAA Compliant
All video is stored locally on HIPAAcompliant secured server – authorized
access only.

Integrated Therapy
Our integrated therapy team restores
movement after a fall and mitigates
further falls.

SafeSpace™ Fall Prevention System
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SafeSpace™ Text Alert
SafeSpace:
Sends a text when a fall is detected
SafeSpace™ is programmed to send an alert text to
the required responders, such as a caregiver or nurse
on duty.

Attaches a video of the event
Fall event severity is clearly established by viewing the
video; false alarms are avoided.

Is HIPAA-Compliant
Our AI obfuscates all personally-identifiable
information so that personal privacy is maintained. All
video and data are secured via HIPAA-compliant
access controls.
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SafeSpace™ Fall Prevention System
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The SafeSpace™ Difference
What does 100% Ambient Mean?
Ambient means that residents never have to wear a

World’s only 100% Ambient
Fall Prevention System
system. SafeSpace™ detects falls 24x7
without a resident having to wear a watch
or a pendant, or to remember to push a
button or pull a cord when they fall.
Seniors often don’t remember to wear their
devices especially when they get up at
night, and watches can bruise thin senior
skin, making them impractical for senior
living.

fall device. SafeSpace™ simply monitors the space
24x7, making it ideal for seniors or anyone with
memory impairment.

100% Ambient

SafeSpace a 100% ambient fall prevention
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The SafeSpace™ Difference

Soft Fall Detection
A senior in response to feeling dizzy or when slowly
losing consciousness may grip a support and slowly

SafeSpace™ AI is the only one
with soft fall detection. The rest
rely on acceleration to detect a

Soft Falls

Soft Fall Detection

lower themselves to the floor to avoid a hard fall.

fall, but our advanced AI
algorithms detect falls no
matter how fast or slow they
occur.
02

Our advanced AI algorithms are designed to detect
these kinds of falls even when the others can’t.
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The SafeSpace™ Difference

Residents love SafeSpace™ because it is
reassuring to them. Yet families do sometimes
express potential privacy concerns.
SafeSpace™ runs on our own secure, private
and fully HIPAA-compliant network to
guarantee the resident’s video stream receives
the same level of protection as their private
health information.
SafeSpace™ video streams are protected
within a separate, secure, HIPAAcompliant, private network.
Only authorized individuals may log in
to the network to access information
All accesses and authorization changes are
logged as required by HIPAA regulations
and guidelines.

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

Privacy Rule

HIPAA Compliant

Privacy Concerns?
HIPAA Compliance
Ensures Privacy

SafeSpace™ HIPAA-Level Privacy

All PII (Personally
Identifiable
Information) must be
kept secure and
private.

Breach Notification
Rule
If a data breech occurs,
affected Individuals must
be notified.
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Security Rule
ePHI (electronic protected
health information) must
be secured using
appropriate technical
safeguards.

Safety Rule
ePHI (electronic
protected health
information) must be
anonymized when
reporting data to central
agencies for safety
analysis.

What is HIPAA compliance?
Entities that deal with protected health information (PHI)
must implement physical network, process, and security
measures in compliance with rules established to protect
sensitive patient data.
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The SafeSpace™ Difference
Integrated Preventative Therapy*

The SafeSpace™ AI detects falls, stores
video clips for therapists to review

The SafeSpace Fall Prevention Cycle

Fall Prevention

Fall detection is just the first step in our unique fall
prevention cycle. Integrated Therapy means that our
physical therapists are integrated into the fall
response cycle to help perform fall remediation. They
review the fall event video to determine the root cause
of the fall and design a remediation program targeted
to address the precise problem, restoring strength,
balance and agility and reducing the probability of
falls in the future.

SafeSpace™
AI Vision
detects a fall,
saves a video
clip of the
fall.

Our therapists review the videos, determine
cause of fall, and design a therapy program
04

Our therapists work with residents to restore
stability and strength, reduce future fall
probability.*

*Fall prevention therapy may incur additional costs. For
residents without co-insurance, this cost is usually $20 per
therapy session; co-insurance usually covers this cost. 8 to
12 sessions are recommended on average.
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Robert Sawicki
Physical Therapist
Fall Specialist

Our physical therapy
specialists review
the video, determine
cause of fall and
create a specific
therapeutic program
to address the
cause.

Our therapist works
with the resident,
restoring their
strength and balance
as determined to be
needed by the video
analysis, thus reducing
the probability of
future falls.
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The SafeSpace™ Difference

Using the SafeSpace™ HIPAA-compliant Remote
Resident Check Dashboard, caregiving staff can
safely and securely check on each resident from
elsewhere in the facility. No need to wake up a
resident at night to check on them. Remote
resident checks increase the level of care and
provide more comfort to residents.
The RRC dashboard is HIPAA-compliant,
ensuring privacy and security.
Caregivers can check in more often,
increasing level of care and providing more
comfort to residents.

The SafeSpace™ Remote
Resident Check Dashboard

Work Reduction

More Effective Care with the
SafeSpace™ Remote Resident
Check (RRC) Dashboard
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At night, remote checks permit residents to
enjoy a full night’s undisturbed sleep.
Remote checks reduce the transmission of
viruses and bacteria, leading to lower
contaminant transmission and increased
quality of life.

A HIPAA-compliant dashboard provides staff with the ability to perform remote
resident checks. Caregivers can check more often, without disturbing residents’
sleep, and without potentially transmitting infectious viruses.
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The SafeSpace™ Difference

SafeSpace™ Automated Video
History Timeline

Fewer Falls, More
Transparency

Using SafeSpace™ HIPAA-compliant automated video
recording, the facility can positively determine if a fall did or
did not occur, and so can reduce falls and increase fall
prevention and therapy.
SafeSpace™ automated recording
provides a complete HIPAA-compliant
video history
No more costly “found on floor” ER visits –
video history can show conclusively if an ER
visit is warranted.
With video history, staff may be more
conscientious when interacting with
residents.

Video History

All caregiving facilities, including assisted living, must report
all falls to CMS. Any time a resident is found by staff on the
floor, this counts as a fall. Even though the resident may say
they were only searching for an item, the event must be
considered a fall because the facility cannot confirm this.
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A HIPAA-compliant video timeline provides authorized staff with the
ability to review falls, resident ADLs (activities of daily living) and
caregiver interactions.
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The SafeSpace™ Difference

Residents often face financial limitations, and
additional outlays must be financially justifiable.
Fall prevention can prevent injury and death,
potentially extending lifespan, and can also
reduce expensive ER costs.

SafeSpace™ Potential Savings
to Resident
Save ER Costs

Cost Effective for
Residents and Families

Average cost of hospitalization
for a fall injury (over age 60)*

$

60,357

Out-of-pocket after $203
deductible and 20% coinsurance for Medicaid

$

12,031

Subtract cost of SafeSpace™
at $150/month* per resident

$

-1,800

07

Estimated Average Savings
per Fall Incident Each Year

$

10,231
approx. savings to resident
and family per fall

SafeSpace™ video history and preventative
therapy can reduce the probability of a fall
in the future.

*Falls Cost U.S. Hospitals $34 billion in Direct Medical Costs in 2012 cost-adjusted to
2021 allowing for a 176% increase in ER costs over the past 10 years.
1. Falls and Fall Injuries Among Adults Aged ≥65 Years

/ year*

*Suggested retail price

1 in 3 of seniors over age 65 fall each year 1.
No more costly “found on floor” ER visits –
video history can show conclusively if an ER
visit is unwarranted.
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SafeSpace™ AI Vision

What Does AI Vision See?
We begin each installation by installing a private, secured, HIPAAcompliant network and a local server. Video is transmitted only inside
this local network – not to the cloud. Access is tightly controlled and is
provided only to authorized caregiving staff and medical personnel only
on an as-needed basis. Residents are comforted knowing someone who
cares is watching over them and their video is secured.

Characteristics
of SafeSpace™ AI Vision
Health care grade security
Access controlled
Need-to-know basis
Obfuscated for privacy
Closed-loop system

SafeSpace™ Fall Prevention System
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Compare SafeSpace™ with our Competition

Detect &
Prevent

Detect

Call

Life Alert (Pendants)

Apple Watch (Watches)

SafeSpace™

User must press button

Only detects hard falls

Fully ambient and automatic

User must wear device

User must wear device

Detects hard and soft falls

No cause of fall – no fall
reduction

No cause of fall – no fall
reduction

Works 24/7

No integrated therapy – no fall
reduction

No integrated therapy – no
fall reduction

Impractical in a memory care
setting

Impractical in a memory
care setting

$ 69.90/month

$ 499.00

Video provides cause of fall
leading to fall reduction
Integrated therapy leading
to fall reduction
Perfect in a memory care
setting

$ 200/month*
*Suggested Retail Price
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Our Customers’
Benefits
Increased Quality-of-Life
Studies show that similar fall detection
technologies significantly increase
residents’ quality of life.

Fall Prevention

You’re Our Customer

Video documents the cause of the
fall, and our integrated therapy
program reduces future falls.

Our customers are residents of assisted

Better Care

living, memory care facilities, and hospitals.

With remote video capabilities, check-ins
can occur more frequently and with less
disruption to the resident.

More Transparency
Video records document staff actions
and adherence to recommended
practices.
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SafeSpace™ Fall Prevention System
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Who are we?
Healthcare Integrated Technologies Inc
(OTC:HiTC) is a publicly traded company
founded in 2018 and based in Knoxville,
Tennessee.
Our mission is to provide the world’s first
fully-ambient fall detection system which

Scott Boruff

Ken Greenwood

Founder & CEO

Jurgen Vollrath

Chief Technology Officer

Chief IP Counsel

35 years of leadership in business
development, startups, mergers
and acquisitions, business strategy,
due diligence, and financial analysis.

20-year career in enterprise-scale
software and development. AI
research and design, models
generation; systems architecture,
integration and big data analytics.

32 years of proactive, adaptive and
strategic business patent design.
Implementation of patent strategies,
patent generation maximization, and
startup experience.

also prevents future falls though integrated
rehabilitative therapy provided by our key
partner Servant Rehab. Together we deliver
the world’s only commercial-grade fall
prevention system designed specifically for
assisted living and memory care.

Dr. Susan Reyes

Charles Lobetti

Chief Medical Officer

Chief Financial Officer

Board certified in Internal Medicine,
20-year career in geriatric care,
medical director to several home
health and hospice agencies and
assisted living facilities

Performing tax accounting, SEC
reporting and financials with
30 years of related experience.

SafeSpace™ Fall Prevention System
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Who are we?
Our vision is to “own the
room;” meaning, to develop a
vendor-agnostic health-and-

Seth Alton

Cristian Lordache

safety sensor integration

Network Architect

Developer

Developer

platform for senior living.

17 years military and commercial
network and security design,
systems, field and endpoint
engineer, and systems
administration.

9 years research and development,
programming in scientific
laboratory environments, data
visualization, UI design.

PhD in behavior prediction,
reinforcement & machine learning
methods, computer vision, robotics
algorithms, path planning,
localization and mapping.

Matt Brown

Amy LaGrant

Brand Strategist

Gerontologist

Brad Pruitt

Bradley Hodge

Account Acquisitions

Advisory General Counsel

Advising our marketing with 15
years of related marketing
experience focusing on boomers,
seniors and caregivers.

13 years accelerated sales
campaigns and account growth
with a focus on emerging
markets.

30 years specializing in
financing, acquisitions, and
commercial transaction law.

Fall detection and prevention is

Tomislav Petkovic

David Fawzy
Developer
23 years development,
systems analyst and
software engineering, Java
and C#.

just our first step toward
implementing our strategic
vision.

Creating brand strategy using 20
years of health-centric marketing
and image development.

We’re Fall Prevention Specialists

SafeSpace™ Fall Prevention System
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Our Journey
Since 2018 we have implemented a continuous improvement
research and development cycle, leading to the invention of our
fully-ambient commercial-grade fall prevention system designed
specifically to address the needs of assisted living facilities,
memory care, nursing homes and hospitals.

Timeline

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Establish
ambient fall
detector
research &
development

Developed firstgeneration fall
detection system
using ultrasonic
motion sensors.

Secondgeneration fall
detection
system: radarbased

Developed thirdgeneration fall
detection system: AI
vision-based, beta
testing in assisted
living facilities in
Knoxville TN.

Beta phase
program rollout

The Future
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Contact Us
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For more information
For more information we invite you to visit our
website, email us, or call us directly.

Direct Contact Information
Email

Phone

Web

Office Address
312 S. Gay St., Suite 200, Knoxville, TN 37902

Scott.Boruff@getHiTC.com
865-237-4448
getHiTC.com
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